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SciPro+ is an online ICT support system for 
management and supervision of thesis at bachelor, 

master and PhD education levels.

It has been designed to help manage thesis writing at a 
whole university, fulfilling administrators’, supervisors’ 

and students’ needs. 
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FEATURES

Match students and supervisors based on ideas

Create thesis projects via the Idea Bank

Meta supervision provides guidelines to all students, so they know 
what to do, how to do it and when it needs to be done

Peer review

Grading

Real time statistics on thesis progress

PARTNERING COMPANIES

FUNDING PARTNER
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INCREASE IN THESIS COMPLETIONS

SciPro was found to lead to a major increase in             
completed theses when implemented at Stockholm 
University’s Department of Computer and Systems 
Sciences. It led to an increase from 57 to 559 completed 
theses over five years.

INCREASE IN STUDENT AUTONOMY

As students are always informed, knowing what to do, 
how to do it and when it needs to be done, students are 
able to work independently without needing as much 
supervisor time. 

DECREASE IN SUPERVISOR TIME SPENT         
ON ADMINISTRATION AND BEGINNERS' 
QUESTIONS

With the structure in place, supervisors can use their 
hours on their students’ theses rather than on administra-
tive work related to their students’ theses. 

IMPROVEMENT IN FEEDBACK QUALITY AND 
THESIS QUALITY

With the right tools in place, feedback becomes better 
and more relevant, leading to better thesis work from the 
student.  

BENEFITS 



CONTACT :US:

MOBILE: +46730553505

E-MAIL: info@sciproprojects.com

www.sciproprojects.com

www.scimind.se

@SciProProjects

 Finding a relevant project, whether in the scienc-
es or arts and a suitable supervisor, has always been 
and still is a challenge to most students and universi-
ties globally. SciPro is the solution. Occasional con-
flicts between students and supervisors are taken 
care of by SciPro. 
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